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INTRODUCTION 
Thia paper presents a proof that the classical geometry 
as stated by Karol Borauk [1] follows from the Join geometr y 
of Walter Prenowitz [2] . 
The approach taken la to assume the axioms of Prenowitz. 
Using these as the foundation» the theory of join geometry 
is then developed to include such i deas as •convex set • v 
ttlinear set• , the imp ortant concept of 0d imensio n•v and fin-
ally the relation of • betweenness •. The development is in 
the form of definitions with the important extensions given 
in the form of theorems. 
With a firm foundation of theorems in the join geometry 9 
the axioms of classical geometry are exam in ed 9 and the n the y 
are pro v ed as th eorems or modif ie d and pr oved as theorem~. 
The basic notation to be us ed i s that of set theory . 
No distinction is made between the set consisting of a sin-
gle element and the element itself. Thus the notation for 
set containment ia C, and is used to denote element con-
tainment also. The set containing no elements, or the empt y 
set, is denoted by¢. The aet of points belonging to at 
least on e of the sets under consideration ia called un1o n 9 
denoted U . The aet of pointa belonging to each of the sets 
under consideration la called the intersec t ion a nd de noted 
by n . Any other not at ion uaed wi 11 be defined at th~ 
firat uaa ge. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPERTIES OF JOIN GEOMETRY 
Axioms and definitions 
Consider a set G and a two term operation, ·, called 
"Join~, which associa tes with each pair of elements a and 
b of Ga uniquely determined aet called the join of a and 
b and denoted a·b or more simply sb. The s7sts:n co :u; rat-
ing of the aet G a~d the operation ,oin ia called a join 
geometry if the system satisfies the following axioms, (Jl) 
to (J8). 
(Jl) (Closure Law). If a» b CG, then¢~ ab (=G. 
(J2) (Commutative Law). If e.1 b CG~ then ab :: ba. 
to extend the concept of join of elements to lnal ude the 
join of two sets. Thi~ is done in the following definition. 
Def in:i t ion 1. If A.j E C G-9 then AB i 13 the aet of el e-
rnent s obtained by joining each element of A to each element 
of Band aggregating the results. Formally stated: 
AB - U ( a.b) . 
aCJt, b CB 
(J3) (Aaaoc iative Law). If a 9 b 1 c CG" then (ab)~ :::. 
a (bc). 
'l1he operation of' join is us ed to define the 011nveree 00 
operation which ie the baaia of the next axiom. 
De!""ini.tion 2 . I <f' b C .. , .. S;.p l.l!p thei a/bis the eet of al 
elements x such that a C bx . a/b :1.iB cialled tt.e extenaion of 
a from b, and formally stated: 
a/b ~ (XI a C ·ux ) • 
(J 4) (Closure Law). If a, b C G8 then ¢ /. s/b C G. 
(J5 ) (Transposition X.aw). If av bp c, dC G~ and l.f 
a/b n c/d /. ¢p then ad n be /. ¢. 
(J6) ( Idempotent Ld.W). aa ;:: a ..::. e../e.. for e!u:~h a CG. 
In the next definition » the operation of extension is 
generalized to extension fer sets . 
mente obtained by extending ea ch element of A fron ea0 h ele-
The derin1tiona of convex set Hnd. l!ri.~ar aet are r.e ~es ... 
sary in order to atate the remai~jng axiomB. 
Definition 4 . A su b set A of <} is convex lf X 9 y CA 
implies xy CA. 
Definition 5 . A subaet a of G la he ~conv~x c aaure• 
of a subaet A of G _f S aatiaties tte following properties& 
Definition 6. A subset A of G l s linear if' X » y C A 
implies xy CA and x/y CA. 
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Definition 7. A subset S of G is the "linear closure~ 
of a subset A of G if S satisf ies the following properties: 
( a) Sis linea r; 
(b) A CS; 
(c) If X is l i near and ACX then S Cx. 
The linear closure of A is denoted by {A}. 
Definition 8. The linear closure of two subsets A and 
B of G, denoted {A,B}, is t he set S which satisfies the fol-
lowing properties : 
( a) S i s l ine ar; 
(b) A, BCS; 
( c) I f Xis l in ear and A, BCX, then sex. 
Definition 9. If a, b CG and a f b 9 then line ab 1a 
the linear closure of a and b. Line ab = {a , b} . 
The last two axioms of the join geometry are concepts 
involving linear sets. 
(J7) If bC(a 1 ,a 2), b f. a2 , then (a1 ,a2 } = ( b, a2}. 
(JS) {a,b} = a/b U abU b/a U a U b. 
The linear clos ure of a set of elements has not b een 
specifically def inedD but it is readily seen that i n t he 
case where the set A consists of t he elements a1 » a29 .•• , an 
the linear closure of A i s ( a1 ,a 2 , ..• »an} . Thie part icular 
5 
case is considered in the following def initions . 
Definition 10. The set of elements a1 , a2 »···v an i~ 
linearly independent if the statement a1 , ..• , an C (x 1,, .. v 
Xn\l.) is false for every choice of x1 , ... , xn-l· 
Definition 11. If A= (a1 1 ••• 9 an),and a1 9 .•• , an are 
linearly independent, then al»•••» an is a basis of A. 
Definition 12~ If A ~ (a1 ,·· .,an) then the dimensio n 
of A is n. The dime nsion of A is denoted d(A) . The d i men-
sion of¢ is zero. 
Definition 13. A plane is a linear aet A such that 
d(A) = 3. 
The Dimension The orem 
Thia section is de voted to the development of the dimen -
sion theorem which will prove of importance in establishing 
theorems and counterexamples in later sections. 
Theorem 1. If AC B then AC CBC and CA C CB. 
Proof. Let x C AC. By Def 1n1 t ion 1, x C ac where 
a CA, c Cc. But ACB, so aC Band x Cac where a CB , 
cCc. Thus xCBC and Ac CBC. 
Let y C CA. By Definition 1, y C ca where cC C, a CA . 
But AC B, so a CB, and y C ca where c CC , a CB. Hence 
Y C CB and CA C CB. 
Coroll ary 1 . If A1CA 0 B1CB then A0B°CAB. 
Proof . Since A1C A the A' B'CA B1 by Theorem l. Also 9 . 
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since B 1CB, then AB1CAB. Thus A1 B1 CAB'CAB. 
Theorem 2. (AB)C = A(BC). 
Proof. Let X C (AB)C. Then x C ye where YCAB » 
cC C. Since YCAB, then y Cab where a CA, bCB. By 
Definition 1 1 ye C (ab)c. But (ab)c = a(bc) by ( J3 ) so th a t 
y c C a ( b c ) . Thu a x C y c C a ( b e ) C A ( BC ) and ( AB ) C C A ( BC ) • 
Similarly A( BC) C (AB)C and th u s ( AB) C = A( BC). 
Theorem 3. AB= BA. 
Proof. Let x CAB. The n x Cab where a CA, b CB. 
But ab = ba by (J2) so x C ba CBA. Thus AB CBA. 
Substitution of B for A and A for~ in the first par t 
of the proof gives BA CAB. Thus AB = BA. 
Theorem 4. If AC B, then A/C C B/C and C/ AC C/B . 
Proof. Let x C A/C. Then x C a/c where a CA, c CC 
by Definition 3. But AC B, so aC B and x C a/c where 
aC B, c CC. Thus x C B/C and A/CC B/C. 
Let y CC/A. Then y Cc/a where c CC, aC A by def i-
nit ion 3. But A C B, so a C B and x C c/ a where c C C, 
a CB. Thus x C C/B and CJ'/A C C/B. 
Corollary 4. If A'CA, B'C B, then A' /B'CA/B. 
Proof. Since A'CA, then A1/B'CA/B 1 by Theorem 4 9 a nd 
since B'CB, then A/B 1CA/B by Theorem 4. Thus A' /B °CA/B. 
Theorem 5. A(\ BC -/ ¢ if and only if A/B n C -/ ¢. 
Proof. Suppose An BC f ¢. This means that there i s 
a point a such that a C A and a CBC. By Definit i on l , 
a CBC means a C be where b C B, c CC. Thus a C be and by 
Definition 2 , c C a/b . But a/b C A/B , so c C A/B. Since 
CCC, it follows that A/B n C I ¢. 
Suppose A/Bn C-/- ¢. Then there exists a poi nt c such 
that c CA/Band cC C. By Def inition 3 9 c CA /B means that 
e C a/b where a CA , b CB. But c C a/b means aC be by 
Definition 2. ButbcCBC , aoaC BC. SinceaCA it fol-
lows that An BC -/ ¢. 
Theorem 6. a/b e - ( a/b )/e. 
Proof. Let X Ca /be' that is, X n a/be -/- ¢. By Theo-
rem 5, x(bc) n a/¢ . Now x(bc) = x (cb) ~ (xc)b by (J2) and 
(J3) so that (xc)b n a-/¢. Again using Theorem 5 9 one haa 
XC n a/b , ¢, and X n (a/b)/c '/- ¢. Thus xC (a/b)/c and 
a/be C ( a/b ) / e . 
Let y C ( a/b)/e, that is, yn(a/b)/c -/ ¢. By Theorem 
5, yen a/b /. ¢ , and fur ther ( ye )b n a -/ ¢. But by (J2) and 
(J3), (yc)b: y(eb) = y(be) so that y(bc)n a/¢ . Using 
Theorem 5 this means that y n a/ be -/ ¢. Thus y Ca/be and 
(a/b)/c Ca/be . Combining both parts gives a/b e = (a/b)/c. 
Corollary 6. A/BC= ( A/B)/C. 
Proof. Let x CA/BC. Then x C a/be where a C A 9 b C B » 
c CC. By Theorem 6, xC (a/b)/e. Thus x C (A/B )/C and 
A/BC C (A/B)/C. i. 
Let y C (A/B)/C. Then y C (a/b)/c where a C A, b C B, 
c CC. By The orem 6, y Ca /bc . Thus yC A/BC . From thia it 
follows tha t (A/B)/C CA /BC and that A/BC = ( A/B )/C . 
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Theorem ? (a) a/ ( b/ c) C ac/b and ( b) a { b/ c) C ab/ c. 
Proof. (a) Let xCa/(b/c). Then x('\a/(b/c ) 'I¢. By 
Theorem 5, x(b/c) I\ a f. ¢ and b/c I\ a/x f ¢. By (J5) this 
means that bx n ac 'f ¢. By Theorem 5 1 X n ac/b -/ ¢. Thu ra 
x C ac/b and a/(b/c) C ac/b. 
(b) Let y C a(b/ c ). The n y n a(b/c) 'f ¢. By Theor em 
5, y/a n b/c '/- ¢. Then yen ab -/- ¢ by {J5). Thus by Theo-
rem 5, y n ab/c 'f ¢ , that is, y C ab/c. Thus a ( b/c) C ab/c . 
Corollary ?(a) A/ ( B/ 0 } C AC/B and ( b) A( B/ C) CAB /C . 
Proof. (a) Let :x CA/ ( B/C). Then x C. a/ ( b/c) wh ere 
aC A, b CB, c CC. By Theorem ?(a) 9 x C ac/b. Thu a 
x C AC/B and A/( B/C) C AC/B. 
(b) Let Y CA ( B/C). Then YC . a ( b/ c ) where a.CA , 
bCB, cCc. By Theo r em 7 (b), yCa b/c. Thua yCAB /C 
and thia gi v es A(B/ C)CAB / C. 
Theorem 8. A aet A ia convex if and only if' AA CA. 
Proof. Suppose A 1 s convex. Then xy CA for X 9 y C A 
by Definition 4. Thus AA :a: U ( xy) CA. Conver aely, 
xCA, YCA 
if AACA, then xyCAACA for x, yCA. Thus A is convex. 
Theorem 9. If A, Bare convexp then An B, ABP and 
A/Bare convex. 
Proof. If An B = ¢ » then Definition 4 1a vacuously 
satisfied and An B ia convex. 
If Al\ BF¢, then let X» YC An B. Then xy CA a nd 
xy CB aince A and B are convex. Thus xyC An B and An B 
is convex by Definition 4. 
Consider AB , By Theorem 2» (AB)(AB) c:: A(BA)B and by 
Theorem 3v A(BA)B = A(AB)B. Hut y Theorem 2r one haa 
A(AB)B = ( AA)(B B) and (A{~)(BB) .;;. IU3 by rrh eorem 8. 1'i:na .A.B 
is convex by Theorem 8. 
Now consi.-er A/B. ( A/B) (A/B) C_ (A./B)"/B by Ooroll;(lry 
7 ( b). By 1rheorem 3 v ( A/B) .~/B C .\( A/B) /B and agai n by Cor-
ollary ?(b)v A(A/B)/BC ( AA/B)/B. But by Corollary 6r 
(AA/B)/B CAA/BB. Nov; AA/BBC l,./, ~1 '! ·-~:te,t<em L1v ao 
( A/B ) (A/B) C A/B and ./J,/B :[i (:0!:1\'tX tr :."n.eorern 8 . 
s 
Theorem 10. A aet A is l in ear f and only if A ia con-
vex and A/A CA. 
Proof. Ass ume A 1s l in ear . Then A ia convex s inc e for 
every X 9 y C Av x y CA by Def ini ti.on 6 . Alrso since A s 
linea r» x/y CA for every X 9 y CA. But thia means that 
U (x/y) C A9 and etnce _ U _. {x/y) = A/A v 
X C Av Y CA X (_ Av Y (__ A 
then A/A CA. 
Assume A ia convex and A/AC A. Since A ia convexv 
xy CA for every X v y CA. A/ AC A mean a x/yC A where 
x, y CA. Thus by Definition 6j A ia linear. 
Corollary 10. If A ia linear and Xv Y CA» then 
XY CA and X/Y CA. 
Proof. Since X, Y CA » then XY CAA. But AA G:, A by 
Theorem 8. Thus XY CA. 
Similarly, X/Y CA /A . But A/A C .A. Thu s X/Y CA. 
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Theorem 11. If A a nd B are linear, then A() B 1 a 1 in -
ear. 
Proof. If An B::;: ¢ , then Definition 6 is vacuously 
satisfied and A('\ B ia linear . 
If An B I- ¢ , th e n let x, :{C A n B. Since A is line -
ar, the n by Definition 6, x /y C A. Since B 1 a linear 1 the n 
x/yCB. Thus x/y C An B. . By Theorem gp An B ia convex, 
so xy CA(\ B. By Definition 6 0 A(\ B 1a linear . 
Lemma. 2 . I f B i s a. line ar set and AC B 9 A f. ¢ , then 
AB : Band. AB is linear . 
Proof. Let X CAB. Since AB = u ( ab) 9 
aC An B, b CB 
and sin ce B la l i near, then for all a C An B» b CB , 1 t ie 
true that ab C B. Bu t this means that x C B. Thu a ABC B . 
Let y C B P a CA n B. Now y/a C B since B is linear. 
Thia means that there ex i sts an element z Cy/a such tha t 
yCaz. But a CAI) B, z CB . ao y CAB and BCAB. Thus 
AB = Band since Bis l in ear, AB ia linear. 
Lemma 13. If B is a linear set and ACB » A ~ ¢ , then 
A/B = B, and A/B ia li n ear. 
Pr oo f. Let X CA/B. Since A/B ~ u 
a CA() B, bC B (a/b) 
and Bis l in ear , then fo r all a» b CB . it is true that 
a/ b CB. Thus x CB and A/BC B. 
Let y CB . Then a/y C A/B whe r e a CA n B. Si nce B i s 
linear 9 the n for some z CB » a C yz . This means that 
y C a/z. Thus y C A/B and B CA/B. Now it follows that 
B = 1~/B and atnce H is linear then A/B is inear . 
Lemma 14 . If A and B are llnea:r and. .An B :J ¢, tl~en 
B c ( < A n B ) 1 { A r, B n 1 }J c A/B. 
Proof. By Lemm~. 13 » B -"' U» 1 R) /B. By Theorem 11 9 
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A(\ B la line:arv 150 BC {{.An B)/{ A () B) )/B by 'rr.eortm ti " ..._\_,, 0 
But (An B) CA , so ({A n B)/(A n B))/B C (A/td/B . i~ut A i~ 
linear» :so A/AC A a nd ( A/ A) /B C _A/B. Tr:u ~ it follows that 
B c { u1. n B ) ,1 t A n B} \) 1-s c A/B . 
,\ /o i l .:,i 
,.., u a .J.nea::r. 
Proof. U'I./B)/( A/ B) C ((A/B)B)/A by Corollary ?(e.) . By 
Lemn~a 14v ( (A/B)B)/A C {(A/BHA/B})/A . But A/B is convex 
by Theorem 9v BO ( A/BHA/B) CA /'B. Thu\S it fol owa that 
((A/B)(A/B } )/AC {A/E )/l . By Co:r~llary 6, (A/B)/A - A/( AB) 
and A/( P.B) ~ ( A/A)/b. 11,.;:t ll> ia linear_. so J../ACA and . 
( A/ A)/B C A/B . Thue by 'l1heorern lOP A/B is linear. 
rheorem 16 . lf A and B are linear» A(\ B f ¢ 9 th~n 
A/B = {A» B} . 
Pr oo f" By Lemma 14 v B C A/B" 
Let aC _AnscA . Then aA C_A sin c e A ia lin ear. This 
is true in the ~1pel(';ial case whe :ire a C Al\ B, If aC, A(\ BP 
t en {;;,A/a C_A/a, N"' AC P,Jao Bit 8. C A n Bv 80 a CB and 
:::: -~, r, ~ -~,. ' ;:;; ,, - { _, :, > 'i" "·~)"" I\ / ;;, c· r ,_ "b ___ } 'o"' :•o,'f<;"' 1.1 ,, -~, 1"' • 
v-• •'-''- ,tt.v =• -· \.rt,, ,- , , .•,. '~'-' ,-,_,." \.,'1'11 ;r v .. v -"-' ··,J 
B1~t A/B 8 1 lne . .<H -:;/ 1'l'!f.H')?'{F1 1:) 9 so !Jy' Deflni tiot 8 i t iii! 
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Theorem 1 7. If A is a linea r set with a dimension n, 
b CA 0 then there exists a subset, B of A with a dimensio n 
n-1 such that b (/_ B. 
Proof. Si nce A has a dimension n 0 then there exist n 
independent elements, say x1, .. . 9 xn such that A = (x1 , .. 
. , Xn) . Consider the aet of all subset a of A having dimen-
sion n-1, and having as a basis elements of the basis of A. 
That is, consider Bi= {x1 0 . . , ,x1-1,x 1+1 , ... 0 xn ) 9 lLiLn. 
Now n B1 '"" ¢, since x1 , ... ,xn ct Bi for any i. If b were 1 
an element of Bi for all 1 0 then the intersection of the 
Bi ' s would not be empty. Thus there exists at least one 
Bi, say B 0 such that bct.B and d(B) ... n-1. 
Theorem 18. If b C (a 1 , ..• »an) » b cj_ 02 » •• • , an ) » 
then ( a1 , ..• » an) = ( b » a2 , . .• , an ) . 
Proof. Si nce b C (_a1 0 ... 0 an) 0 then by Definit ion 6 0 
(boa 2 , ... 0 an}C(a 19 ..• 0 an ). For the reverse inclusion 0 
b C ( a1 , ... ,an)C ({a 1 »a 2 ), {_a2 , ... ,an}} = (a1 va2)!(a 2 , .. 
. , an) by Theorem 16. This means that b C p/q where 
p C(a 1 ,a 2} and q C(a 2 0 ••• ,an) Now p "f a 2 since if 
p = a2 , then 1 t would follow that b C (a 2 0 • • • , an} . Since 
p-/- a 2 , then by (J?}, {a 1 ,a 2} = ( p 0 a 2 ). Thus a1 C(a 1 , a2)» 
and ( al 9 a2} = (P V a2 )c { b p q V a2) C (b 9 a2 p ••• 9 an) . Thu a 
( a 1 , ... 0 an} C ( b O a2 » ••• » an} , and (a1 , ... , an) = { b, a2 » • •• » an} . 
Coroll ary 18, If oC{a 1 , ... ,an) v then (a1 v···»a n} = 
= {b 0 at, ... ,a~_ 1 } where a{ 0 ••• ,a~-l are n -1 independent 
elements from the set a10 ... , an. 
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Proof . By Theorem 17, there exlat:s a subset nf 
{a.1 , . . • ,a.n ) , say B = ( a1, ,. . ,a;,_1 ) , where d(B) "' n-1 and 
b (/_B. By Theorem 18, since bC( a1 , . •• ,an ) and b q..( a{,· · 
. ,a~-l ) , then (a1, . . . ,an}::; (b,ai 1 ••• ,a~-l} 
Theor em 19 . If A= ( a1 , . . . ,an } , then any n independ-
ent el ements of A form & ba aia of A. 
Proo f . Suppose b 1 , .. . , bn C {a 1 , . .. , an } , where the 
b 1 a are in dependent . T~en by Th~crem 17, one of the b 0 a, 
sa y b1 , i.s not in {a'?, . .. ,an). By Theorem 18, this means {a1 , . .. ,an) = ( b1 ,a2 , . .. ,an) :;: {a2 , .. . ,an,bi) . Similarly, 
b2 , ••• D bn C ( a.2 , .• . , an, b1} and b2 , • •. , bn. <f_ { a.3 , . . . , an, b1 ) . 
Henc e one of the rem a inin g b 1 a, say b2 , is not cont a ined in 
{a 3 , .. . , an 1 b 1) and by 'I1heorem 18, thi :s ~11eana that {a 2 , . . 
. , an ,b 1) -= ( b2 ,a 3 , . .. ,an,o 1) = { a 3 , ... ,an,b 1 ,b 2 }. Contin-
uin g to ex change b 1 a for a 1 a in this manner, it f ollows 
tha t {a1 , . .. , a.0 ) = ( bl, .. . , bn ) , and th e theorem ia proved . 
Cor olla ry 19 (a) , 
ant l ct {al' · ·' 9 an } · 
Let a1 9 . . , pa n b e i ndepe nde nt and 
The n a , ,., pa va 1 are indepe nd ent . 1 n n+ 
Proo f . Supp os e a19 ... 1 an+l ar e not in dependent . The n 
a1 , .. . 2 an+l C ( x1 9 ••• , xn ) f or some x1 p ••• 9 x0 by Def ini t ion 
10. Thus an+i C( x190 .. ,x n } v a nd a1 , ... ,a.nC(_x1 , . .. ,x n )· 
By Theorem 19 , t h is me an a that (a.1 v ••• van } == { xl , . , , 2Xn} • 
But th i s is a contr ad iction of th e hypo thesis, s in ce 
an+l q_ ( a1 , . . . pan ) . Thu a a1 , . . . , an +l a re ind ep en dent . 
Coroll a r y 9(b). a1 , . .. , a n are in dependent if and only 
i f a.1 <t ( a1 , , .. v a.1 _1 ) , 1 ?. 1 L. n , 
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Proof. The proof is by induction . 
Let M = { 1 I a 1 cj_ { a 1 p ••• pa 1_1) and a 11 ... Pai are inde-
pendent) 
For i = 1 1 the case is trivia since a1 is independent. 
Therefore 1 CM. 
Assume kCM 1 that is» akct.(a 1 v••• 9 ak-l} and a1 v·•·»ak 
are independent . 
For 1 = k+l » ~tl (/_ { a.1 v ••• v ak) . But ~\ v ••• v ak are 
independent 1 so by Corollary 19(a) 0 a10 .•. 1 ak+l are inde-
pendent. Therefore k+l CM whenever k C M0 and M 1 s the aet 
at ell positive integers. 
For the converse, consider the contrapositi v e. Suppose 
a 1 C { a1 9 •• • 1 a.1_1 } for some 1. Then a1 v ••• » an are contained 
in the 1 in ear set ( a1 » • •• » a 1_1 p aitl » • •• »an} and the eleme nt a 
a1 1•••van are not independent . 
Corollary 19(c). A maximal independent subset of a 
linear set A is a basis of A. 
Proof. Suppose a10 ••• 0 an is a maximal independent sub-
set of A 0 that is» if a10 ... 0 a 9 a are independent» then n n+l 
an+l (/_ A. 
Since A is linear)) th en {alp ... Van) CAo 
Let x CA. If xq_ {a 19 ••• 9 an) v then a19 •.. 9 an 9 X are 
independent by Corollary 19{b). Thia contradicts the 
assumption that a19 .. ·van ia a maximal independent subset 
of A. l'hus xC { a1 j) ••• 1 a.n) 1 and AC { a1 » •• • a an) v and 1. t 
follow~ that A ~ (a 1 » • • • »an) . 
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One m1ght notice tha'c a subset of a n inde p endent set 
who s e element s are elements from the basis of the original 
s et is independent for if it were not, it would be impos-
s ib l e to reconstruct the original set by adding the inde-
pe nde nt elements deleted to form the su set . 
Corollary 19(d) . If A and B are 11nearv AC B 9 and 
B has a. dimension, then d{A) L d {B) . Further, d( A) "' d(B) 
only if A ,., B . 
Proof. Suppose a 1 y, •• ,an is a maximal inde p endent 
sub s et of B. Then by Coroll ar y 19 { c), B "" {a.1 v •• • , an ) . 
Hut AC B1 so AC{ a19 . .. 9 an). Thua A = (a i, ... ,a;~) 9 
where 1 L i L n, and a O , • • • , a° C ( a 9 • •• , a ) , and th e l 1 l n 
ele ment s ai, ... ,a{ are independent . 
Now, d( B) = n, aince (1\ v ••• , an) has n indepen ie nt 
el ements, and d(A) c:: i, since a:i_1 • • • ,s.{ has i indepen,ient 
elem en t s. But 1 L n» so d(A) L d{B) . 
I f d(A) = d( B) "' n 2 the n b y Th eor em 19 , s i nce A CB , 
it f ollow s tha t A ~ B. 
Theorem 20 . (Dimen s io n The o rem ). Let A a nd B b e l ine -
ar eeta whi ch ha v e dime n s i on s , and l e t A(\ B f, ¢ 1 t he n 
d({A,B}) + d ( An B) = d(A ) + d.(B ) . 
Proof. Let d (A) = m» d ( B) = n , and assume m ~ n . 
Sin c e Ar'\ B p ¢ v t hen d ( AI\ B) = c» wh ere c L n by Coroll a r y 
. 
19 ( d) • Thu a A n B = ( z » • •• » z c) C A = ( xl » ••• » x m) » and 
(2:1 »··· vzc) C B = (Yi»··· ~Yn). By repe a t ed uae of Coro -
lary 18, 1 t f ollowa tt1 at ( x1 » ••• v xm) = { z1 » ••• , f 0 , J!:i » ••• » x ~- c} 1 
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and { y 1 )I • • • !I y n) a: ( z1 » • • q z <1; » y { » .. • » ? ~ _ c ) . ::L1 t i t i 3 al fS o 
true that (A»B) =(f zl)I ••. »Z pX 1 » ••• pxu \ a r Zlp ... pZ PYO» •• 
\ C 1 m-~ \ C l 
. ,y 1 \\ )I and f(z. !I.- • • »Z »X 1 p •• • »X 1 ) p( z.1, .•• pZ.,.»Y1° p ••• !IY,8 _ . \) 
n-~ ~ 1 C l ffi-C ~ ~- ~ 
= ( zl » • • • » 2\~ » xi 9 • • • » :x~1.- c » y { » • • • » Y ~-c} ·
Thus d( { A 9 B} ) +- d(A (\ B) = c + (m- c) +- {n - c) + c ~ rn + n . 
But mt n ~ d(A) t d(B) . 
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'l1HE AXIOMS OF' INCIDENCE 
Taking the join geometry as developed in the previo us 
sections, it is now possible to prove the classical axioms 
of incidence as theorems. The axioms do not follow direct-
ly as theorems however, and it will be necessary to modify 
sorn e of them. 
The modification, namely imposing the restriction that 
there exist a linear set of dimension four in the terminol-
ogy of Prenowitz, does not essentially alter the cl assi cal 
geometry, but merely states a condition which la assumed in 
the classical treatment. 
Consider the following theorems, which are the axioms 
of incidence as stated by Borsuk [1] 
Theorem Il. For any line, Lg there exist two distinct 
points, a and b~ smch that a, b CL. 
Proof. By ~afinition 9, a line is a linear set deter-
mined by two distinct points. Thus there exist two distinct 
points , say a and b, such that a, b CL. In fact, L = ( a , b) 
The second axiom of incidence states that ~for an y two 
points a and b» there exists at least one line L, such that 
a, b C L11• This doe a not follow in the join geometry. To 
see thia 0 consider this eount erexample. 
The linear set { a } satisfies the axiom a and definlti o:ns 
of join geometry, and yet in the case a~ b 1 one cannot 
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assert the existence of a line. That is, if a and b exist 
and a= b 1 then {a,b) =(a)= a, a point, not a line. 
The theorem is true, however , when there exists a lin-
ear set whi ch has dimension of fc ur . Consider the following 
theorem. 
Theorem I2. If there exists a linear set, S 9 where 
d(S) - 4 9 then for any points a and. b, where a, bC 8 9 there 
exlata at least one line 9 L 1 s uc h that a 9 b CL. 
Proof'. d(S) = 4 means S ~ (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 »x4 ) 9 where x1 • 
x2 , x3 , x4 are independent points of S. 
Since a, b Cs» and aince S .is linear, then by Def1.n1-
tion 6 9 ab, a/b , b/a, a, b CS. Thus the union of the set a 
belongs to S 9 and ab U a/bU b/a U a. U b = ( a 9 b} CS. But 
(a ,b } la a line if a/. b, by Defin ition 9, and the theore:11, 
1a proved if a/ b . 
If a""' b 9 then since a Cs , by Corollary 18 9 it follows 
that {x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 ) = {a»x1»x2»x3) v where xi, x2v x3 are 
independent , and x{9 X~ 9 x; are three of the elements x1 , 
x2 , x3 » x4 . Clearly, {e.0 xi)Csv and av bC(a»xi). Since 
e. I xi, then {a»xi) is a line, and the theorem is proved. 
One might notice that there are an infinite number of 
choices for the line when a= b 9 since the linea r aet con-
taining a and any other point of S determines a line sat-
isfying the give n conditions . 
Theorem I3 . If a i b 9 then there exiata at moat one 
line v Lv such that a 0 b CL. 
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Pro of . By Definition 9 1 if at b 1 then the linear set 
{a 1 b) is a line, say L. Ass ume there exists another linep 
say L' = { c 1 d) v S\lCh the.t a 0 b C Lu. Since a C{ci,d), 
then either a = d or a f d. 
If a - d, then { c, d) = { c, a) But b C { c, d) 9 so that 
bC {c,a}. By (J7), since a f. b, then { b 9 a) = {c0 a}. 
Thus ( b j a} = ( a p b) = (cpd) 
If a F d 1 then ( c,d ) ::: (a .0 a..) by (~T?)o But a'/- b , ISO 
(a,d)::: (~1,b} by ( J?) . Th:..is (a,b) - (c,d.) » and the theorem 
is proved. 
Theorem I4o For any plane, P, there exist three non-
collinear pointa 9 ae.y a, b, c 0 such that a 0 b 0 c C P. 
Pr oof. By De.f'1ni t ton 13, d {P) = 3. Th u s P ::: ( x1 p x2 , 
x3 ) , whe re x1 » x2 , :x3 are independen Slnce x1 p x2 p x3 
are independent , t hen ~Y Definition 10, x1 , x2 , x3 are not 
contained in ( y1 ,y 2 ) for any choice of y1 and y2 0 Th u~ 
x1 , x2 ; x3 are non - collinear, and since P i a a linear set~ 
x1 , x2 » x3 C Pv and the theorem follows . 
The fifth ax iom of inci den ce asse rts the existence of 
a plane , given any three po int a. The follo wing counter-
example shows that this is not true 1.n the join geometry . 
If a.p b, c C (a , b } v a. I bp th en one can only aaaer t 
the existen ce of a line . Aleo , i f a = b = c, th e n only the 
ex i ste nce of a point f ollo ws. 
The fifth axiom follows a s a theorem if » as in Theorem 
I2, there exiats a linear aet of dime nsion four . 
Theorem I5. If there exists a linear set, 8 9 where 
d ( S ) = 4.i then for any three points a, b, c, where a, b, 
c C S, there exists at las.st one plane, P, s uch the.t a, b, 
C C P. 
Proof. 
X ' 2 
d(S) ~ 4 meana S ~ (x 1 ,x 2 .ix3 ,x 4 ) , where 
are independent points of s. 
then 
then a, b, cC(x 1 ,x 2 ,Jt3,x 4 ). 
(a ,b,c,x4 )cs. If a, b, c e e 
di st lnct &rd!. n()n-co linear 9 then a a b, c e.re independent, 
and ( a,b,c) is a plane containing a, b, c, and containe 
in S, and the theorem is proved. 
If a, b, c B..re di etinct, but contained in the same 
line, then consider (a, b.x{ }, where xf 1 & a point of S 
not contained 1n (a, b} . By Definition 10 9 there doe~ 
exist suc h a poi nt, so it follows that (a,b,x 1.} iiB a plane . 
Since a, b 9 c, are contained in {a ,b ) and {avb}C ( apb,x 1} 9 
t h e theorem follows. 
If any two of the polnta a» b, c are the same, then the 
p la n e constructed in the above discuseion will sa~iafy the 
t heo r em. 
If all of the points &p b, and c coincide, then by 
Cor oll ary 18» ( x19 x2 9 X3,x4) ; ( a 9 xi,x~ 9 x! ) where xi, x~ and 
x3 are elements from the set x1 , x2 » x3 » x4 . Clearly» the 
lin ear set 1 (a»xi,x2) is a plane satisfying the conditions 
of the theorem. 
In ea ch case» a plane is displayed sat isfying tha 
theorem 1 so the the orem ia proved . 
In the above theorem, there are many choices for the 
plane which satisfy the given conditions . 
Theorem 16. If a , o, and care three non-collinear 
points, then there exiata at most one plane, P, such that 
a, b , cCP. 
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Pr oof. By the first part of Theorem I5, there exists 
a plane, namely {a,b ,c ) satisfying the conditions of this 
theorem. Suppose there exiata a pla n e, aay pu = ( d,e,r), 
such that a, b, c CP u. 
Since a , b, c are independent, then a, b, c ct(e ,f ) , 
and one of the elements a, b, c is not in ( e,f) . For 
aimpl1c1ty , suppose a 4 (e,f) . The n by Theorem 18, it la 
ao that (d ,e,r) ~ ( a ,e, r) ~ (e ,r,a ). Clearly, band care 
contained in (e, f, a) . Furt hermore, b , c q_ ( f, a) Hence 
one of the elements b , c, say b, ia not in (r,a) . The n 
{ e, f, a) ~ ( b, f, a) = ( f, a, b} , and ( f, a, b) ~ ( d, e, f) . B 11t 
c cf_(a ,b ) 9 so (t »a,b } = (c,a,b) c: (a,b,c) Thus (a9 b1 c) 
= (d ,e,r } and 'the theorem is pro ved . 
Theorem I?. For any line, L, and any plane, P» if 
there ex ist two distinct points, a and b, such that a» b CL , 
and a , b C P, then L CP. 
Proof. Since L is a lin ear set» and since a and bare 
independent, then L = ( a, b) by Theorem 19 . Since P is linear 
and a , b CP , then aU b U a/bU b/a U ab C .P. But by (J 8) 9 
a U b U a/b U b/a U ab = ( a, b) . Thus ( a , b} C P and L C P. 
The next classic a l ax i om restricts the classical geom-
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etry to three dime n s ions, and since join geometry ie not 
restr icted by any dimens ion? it is easy to produce a coun -
terexample to the axiom . 
The axiom sta tes that for an y planes, P and Q, if 
there exists a point , a, such that a C P and aC Q, then 
there exists a point b ;I- a, such that b C P and b C Q, In 
other words, the intersection of two planes is a line. 
In a Euclidean four apace, if two intersecting planes 
are no t cont ained in a Eucli dean three apace, then their 
intersection ls a point. Thia can be shown with the use of 
the Dimen sion Theorem. 
Let A and B be the planes and C the four apace, Since 
C is linear, then (A,B}C.c, thus d( {A,B}) L d(C)::.: 5 by 
Corollary 19(d). Also, d{ {A , B} ) ~ 4, since otherwise there 
would be a three apace cont ainl ng A a n d B. Thu s d( {A, B} ) 1.s 
5 and by the Dimension Theorem, the dimension of the inter-
sectio n of A and B can be computed as follows; 
d( {A ,B}) + d(A f'i B) = d(A) + d(B) , and 
5 + d(AI\ B) = 3 + 3P and d(AI\ B) = 1. Thus the intersec-
tion of A and Bis a point. 
The axiom follows as a theorem if the two planes are 
contained in a linear aet of dimension four. 
Theorem IS. If two planes A and Bare contained in a 
linear set S» such that d(S) ~ 4, and if there exists a 
po int, a, such that a CA and a CB , then there exists a 
po int, b, where b / a, and b CA and bC B. 
Proof. Since Sis linear, then (A,B}Cs. and by 
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Corollary l9{d), d({Ap:s}) L d(S) = 4 . Also 9 if d( {A1 B)) ie 
less th an 3 1 then d( {A l'B}) L d(A) » and by Corollary 19(d), 
th is i s a contradictlo n 1 so d({A 9 B}) ~ 3 . 
If d ( {A 1 B} ) ~ 3)1 then A~ ( A1 B } =Band the theorem ia 
proved . If d({_A»B}) ~ ,3P that ia 1 d( {APB}) = 4p then by the 
Dimension Theorem» 4 + d(Ar'tB) = 3 + 3 1 or d(A ('\ B) .,., 2. 
Thus the theorem follows. 
The last axiom of incidence states that there exist 
four non -co plana r points. In join geometr y , any linear aet 
satisf ies the axioms or join geometry. Thus one can have a 
valid model of join geometry with a pointp a 11ne 9 a plane 9 
etc. 1 and so it does not nec essarily follow that there exist 
four non-coplanar pointa. Howeverp if as befor ~ the exist-
ence of a linear set, B» such that d ( S) • 4 i s a part of the 
hypothesis 9 t hen a valid theorem resu ts . 
Theorem 19. If there exists a linear set S ijUCh that 
d(S) = 4, then there exist four non - coplanar points, aay a, 
b, C 1 do 
Proof. Since d(S) ~ 4 9 then S = ( x1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x4) , where 
x
1
, x
2
, x
3
, x
4 
are independent. Thus by Definition 10, 
x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 <f_(y1 py2 ,y 3) for an y choic e of Yi» y2 and 
y3 . But for some choice of y1 , y2 , y3 the linear set {!
1
,y
2
,y
3
} 1.a a pla ne. Thus x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 are not con -
tai ned in a plane. But thi s la what is meant by points 
being non-coplanar , and ~he theorem ia proved. 
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THE AXIOMS OF ORDER 
In study ing the notion of order in join geometry 9 one 
is concerned basically with the question of how collinear 
points are related. This relationship b etween collinear 
points is als o the basis for studying order in classical 
geometry . Since the concept of order is based on the rela-
tionship 11bet weenneaa 11 in both geometrie:sj) there ia little 
trouble in proving th e clas sical axioms of orde r as theo -
rems in join geometry . 
To do thiaD the idea of betweenness must be defined in 
terms of the operation join. 
Definition B. If x C ab 9 and a i bj) then x is between 
a and b 9 and one wrltea (a xb) 9 or in the not at ion of BoraukD 
B ( axb ) . 
Theorem 01. If ( abc) 9 then aj) bj) and care colline ar 
and distinct. 
Proof. Si nce ( abc) D then b C ac by Definitio n B. But 
a c e {a»C) j) so a, b, CC {ape) and a» b» C are collinear. 
By hypothesis» b C ac and a -,. c. Suppose a = b. The n 
a G ae-/-¢, so that a/a ('\ c "/,¢by ( J5) j) and an cf¢ by 
(J6). Thia means a = c 1 which ia a contradiction . Thus 
a I b. By making the au stitution of c for a 0 it follows 
that c / b. Thus a I b I c and aj) b 1 care distinct. 
The orem 02. If (abc) 1 th en (cba) . 
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:r,::roof . { 1..1.bc) means tnat b C ac, a -/- c . But if b C ac » 
then b C ca by {J2). Thus ·a C ca» a 'f C» and by Def1.nit1on 
B, it follows that (cba). 
Theo rem 03 . If ( abc), then not (bac) . 
Proof . Assume { bac) . Thia mea.na a C bc, b 
-I c. If 
a C bc, then b </-ac 1Jy Definition 2. Thus b <j_ e.c, and it 
i a not true that (abc). Since the contr apositi ve of the 
theorem la tr~e, then the theorem 1a true . 
Theo rem 04. It a, ~. and care collinear and distinct, 
then (abc) or (bca) or (cab) . 
Pr oof. Since a, b 1 and c are collinear and distinct, 
then a, b, c C ( a, b) . 
But {a, b) ,. atU a/bU b/ a.U aU by (J8). Since 
c C{ a,b} 'then c C abU a/b U b/a U au b . C.,, a, and 
C f b , ao c C ab U a/b U b/ a. 
If c Ca b, tnen { ac b) . 
If c Ca /b, th en a C be, and (c ab ) . 
If c C b/ a , th en b C ac, and ( abc}. 
Thus it fol lows that ( abc) or (bca) or ( cab). 
Theorem 05. If poi nts a and b are distinct, then 
there exists a point, c 1 such that (abc) . 
Proof. Since a and bare distinct, and since b/a i ¢ 
by (J4), t hen t here e~is a a point, aa y c, such th a t 
c Cb /a. Th u a °"· C ac and ( abc) . 
Theorem oe. If a end b are distinct, then there exiata 
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a point, c, such that (acb). 
Proof. Since a and bare distinct, and ab f ¢ by ( Jl) , 
then there: exi at a a po int 9 aay c, such that c C ab. Thus 
( acb). 
Theo rem 07 . I f ( abc) and (be d ), then ( abd). 
Proof. Si nce { ab c) 9 then b C ac, and since (bed)» 
then CC td. Thu s b C abd, and b/b C ad by The ore m 5. But 
b/b :: b by ( J6) 9 so b Cad and ( abd) . 
Theorem 08. If ( abd) and (be d) , then ( abc) . 
Proof. 
then c Cb:i. 
Since ( abd) , then b C ad , and since (bed), 
Thia means c n bd f ¢ , and d n c/b -/ ¢ . Thus 
b C a(c/b) C ac/b by Theorem 7 ( b) . Since d C c/b. rh us 
bCac/b, t h en b l\a c/b-/- ¢, and bb na c-/ ¢ . But bb = b, 
sobna cl.¢, andbCac. Thia means ( ab c ). 
The list axiom of or der, namely Pas ch 1 s Postul ate , does 
not follow direct l y from the theorems prev i ously developed , 
and a furt~er exte nsi on of the theory is needed to proceed. 
The n~xt sect i on will be devoted to the developme nt of 
the necess1ry material and to the proof of Pasch 1 s Postulate. 
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PASCH1 S POSTULATE 
In order to prove this last ax io m of order in classical 
geometry 1 it ia necessary to extend some of the results in 
previous sect ions, and to state some new definitions. The 
concept of the relationship of points in a set to some lin-
ear subset of the set will be developed to the extent needed 
for the proof of Pasch 1 s Postulate. 
Definition 14. If Mis a non-empty line ar set 1 then a 
is congruent to b modulo M means that aMt'ibM / ¢ v wr itten 
a= b(mod M). 
Def inition 15 . If M i s a non-empty l i near set 1 then 
A= B(mod M) means that for each x CA there is a y C B 
such that x == y(mod M) v and for each y CB th ere ia an 
x CA such that y = x(mod M) . 
Definit ion 16. The set of x which satisfies 
x~ a(mod M) is called the congruence set modulo M deter -
mined by a 1 and is denoted by ( a)M. Briefly , (a)M is call -
ed the coset of M determined by a. 
Definit ion 17. Cosets A and B of Mare oppos i te i f 
there ex i st elements a CA , b CB such that ab n M ., ¢ . 
Theorem 2l (a) a · a(mod M); (b) i f a= b(mod M) 9 
then b = a(m od M); ( c) if a = b(mod M) 9 and b = c (mod M) v 
then a= c(mod M). 
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Proof. ( a ) and {b) are immediate from Definition 14 . 
To pro ve ( c), a= b(m od M) means aM n bM -/ ¢, and from 
Theorem 5, it follows th at b n aM/M -/ ¢. Simil arl y 9 since 
b = c(mod M) g it follows that b n cM/ M f ¢. Thus b C aM./M 
and b C cM/M an d so aM/ lVl n cM/M -/ ¢ . By Theorem 5 9 this 
means aMM n cMM /. ¢. Sinc e M i s a linear set 9 then M i s 
convex and MM~ M by Theorem 8. Now it foll ows that 
aM n cM f- ¢, and a= c( mod M). 
Theorem 22. I f a= b( mod M), then ca= cb(mod M) . 
Proof . Sinc e a== b(mod M), then by Definition 14 , 
aM (\ bM f ¢' and an bM/M -/- ¢ . Thu a a C bM/M. By Theorem 
1, ac C ( bM/M)c 9 and by Corol l ary 7(b) 9 ( bM/M) c C bcM/ M9 so 
ac C bcM/M and a c n bc M/M I ¢. Th u s acM n bc M I ¢ and 
ac = bc(mod M) . 
Corollary 22. If a= b (mod M) and c = d(mod M) 9 the n 
ac == bd ( mod M) • 
Proof. Since as b(mod M) 9 then by Theorem 22 9 
ac = bc(mod M). Similarly, be = bd(mod M) . By Theorem 
21 ( c) 1 t follows that ac = bd(mod M). 
Theorem 23. If M i a a non-empty linear set and m C M9 
then am== a (mod M). 
Proof. Let x Cam. Then xM C amM = a(mM) = aM. Thu s 
xM C aM and xM n aM ,, ¢ so that X = a(mod M) . By Defin ition 
15, am= a(mod M) . 
Corollary 23. Let M be a non-empty linear set and 
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m CM. Then x = m(mod M) if and only if x CM. 
Proo f'. x = m(mod M) means xM (\ m.M /. ¢. Si nce rnM :::: Mv 
then (xM n mM) CM. Thus xM C M or X C M/M ~ M. 
Conversely v suppose x CM. By 'I'heorem 23 v xm ~ x(mod. M) 
and xrn = m(mod !11). Thus x = m(mod M) by Theorem 2l(c), 
Theo rem 24. The cosets of a linear set M form a parti-
tion of G» where G is the entire set . 
P roof . If (a)M flnd (b)M contain an element c in com-
mon1 'then c = e{:'.l!".l'd M) and c = b(mod M) . By Theoren 2l{b) 
and ( c ) it follows that a== b(mod M) . Thus a C (b) M and 
bC ( a)M V s o (a)M::: {b)M, Coneequentlyp if (a)M r (b)M' 
then ( a ) M I\ ( b ) M ~ ¢ . 
Fi nally» every element c of Gisin the pa rticular 
cos et (c) M» s ine.a by Tueorer:1 2l(a) 9 c= c{mod M). 
The orem 25. (a)M """ aM/M, 
Pr oof. Let x C ( a)M . ·rhen ty Definition 16 9 one he.a 
x = a ( mod M). By Definition 14» this means xM I\ a.MI ¢ 1 
and so x I\ aM/ M / ¢. Thua x C aM/ M and (a) MC aM/M. 
Let y CaM/M. Then y ('\ ruVl/M I ¢ and yM('\ aM -/, ¢. By 
Definit ion 14 9 it follows that y = a (mo d M) and YC ( a)M, 
Thus aM/M C ( a)M and ( a)M "' aM/M . 
The orem 26. Let A an d B be opp osite coa ets of M. If 
X CA and y C Bi then xy n M 'I- ¢ . 
Pr oof . By Definition 17 9 there ex iat a C A1 b CB 
such that ab n M I ¢ . '!hen A a nd ( a )M h a ve a 1.n common and 
A = ( a) M b y Theorem 24 . Similarl y» B :a: (b)M, Conaequently 9 
there exis t ele enta x C ( a) -t a n y C b)lv such th a t 
x = a (mod ,. ) a nd y == b(mo 1'') . By ' o oll ar y 22 » on e haa 
xy = ab( rnod M) . Let mC (ab f\ !/1). By Defini ion 5 9 ther e, 
ex i s ts m' C x y auch 'Ghat m1 ::::: m(mo •. : ) . :ay Cor l a ry 23 9 
m I C M. Th u a x.y n M I ¢ . 
Corolla ry 26( a ) . If A and Bar e oppos it e coaets ~ M9 
then A ("\ B = ¢ , or A = B = M. 
Pr oof . Supp ae A ('\ B ;J. ¢ . Then A = B by Th eorem 24 . 
Le t p C A. Then p C B and by Theore m 26, pp n M f. ¢ . But 
pp = p , so p CM and A = B = M by Th eo r em 24. 
Cor ol lary 2 6 ( b). M i s t he onl y c o aet of M which i s 
its own opp o si te . 
Pro of. M is oppos it e t o M by Def i nit i on 17 , si nce if 
m C M0 the n mm = m C M. Uni qu en e ss fol l ows f r om Coroll a ry 
26 ( a). 
Theorem 27 . A co ae t ( a )M of M ha a a unique oppos it e 
coset of M, n amely M/ a . 
Proof. Cho o se a 1 eu ch that a 1 a(\ M 'f- ¢. Then ( a 1 )M 
i a oppo si te t o ( a)M by Def i ni t io n 17 . 
To prove uni queness 9 supp os e (b )M i s opposite to ( a )M. 
Le t xC (b )M . By The orem 2 6» x a n M.,. ¢ , 80 t ha t one haa 
X n M/ a I ¢. Thu a X C M/ a an d ( b) M C M/ a . 
Con er e y D auppoae X C M/a. Then X n M/a 'I- ¢ and 
xa n iVl 'I, ¢ . Thia means an M/x -/- ¢ an d 80 a C M/x . But by 
Theorem 26 » ab " M -/- ¢ 1 so an M/b ,. ¢ an d a C M/ . Since 
a C M/ x and a C M/ b, then M/ x n M/b /. ¢ , Fr om ( J'5) 9 it 
fallows that Mx f\ Mb f ¢ and so X f\ iVlb/1Vl / ¢. Th~ IS meanrG 
x C Mb/M. But Mb/M ""' { b );wr by 'l1heorem 25 » ao JC C ( b )M and 
rhua lb' = M/a and the heorem 1s pr oved . 
. l'M . 
Corollary Let M be a non-empty linear set. Then 
any coset A of Mia expressible in the form M/b; conversely» 
M/b 1a always a coaet of M. 
Proof. Let (b)M be opposite to A. Then A is opposite 
to (b) M and A~ M/c b; Theorem 27. ~onversely. let M/b be 
given. By T~eorem 27, M/b ls a coaet, namely the opposite 
coaet to (b)M . 
The orem 28. Let G and M be non-em p ty line ar sets a nd 
M CG. If d(M) L d{ G) p then element a of G determ in~ a t 
least three C08cta of M. 
Pro of. L~t a CG" ac/.. M. The n ( a )M, {a 9 )M, where a 0 
is an element such ttat aa 0 (\ M f ¢, and Ma re three coaeta 
of M. 
Suppose two of the cosets coinci de. Then since M is 
the only coaet of M which ia its own opposite by Coroll a ry 
26( b) » all three muat coinci de. Since a cf._ M » this is 
i mpossi ble, and the theorem holds . 
Lemma 29. Let A a nd B be linear sets and An B "f ¢. 
Then A/B ~ A/(A/B). 
Pro of . {A,B) = A/B y Theorem 16» and (A , A/B) ~ A/(A/B) 
by Theorem 16. But (A ,B ) ~ {ADA/B} by Definit ion 8, and eo 
A/ B .,, A/{ A/B). 
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Lemma 30 . Let A and B be line a r sets and An B 'f ¢. 
Then A/(A/B) = BA/ A. 
Proof. A/ {A/B) C BA/A by Cor ollary 7( a ) . 
BA/AC A( A/B )/ A by The or em 16 , a nd A(A/B )/ A C ( AA/ B)/ A 
by Corollar y ? ( a) . But ( AA/ B)/ A = ( A/B )/ A since A is line-
ar. Als o, (A/ B)/A = A/ BA by Corollary 6, and A/BA ~ ( A/ A)/B. 
Since A is linear , ( A/ A)/B = A/ B, and by Lemma 29 , it ia 
true that A/B = A/( A/ B). Thus BA/A CA/ ( A/B ) and it fo llo ws 
that A/(A /B) = BA/A. 
Lemma 31. Let A and B be linear sets and An B '/- ¢. 
Then {A,B) = u (b) A' 
bCB 
Pro of. (A , B} = A/B by Theorem 16. By Lemma 29, 
A/B = A/ ( A/B) , and A/( A/ B) = BA/ A by Lemma 30. But 
BA/A = U bA/A, and since bA/A = (b)A by Theorem 25, it 
bCB 
follows that BA/ A = U ( b)A and so (A , B) = U ( b)A. 
b CB b CB 
Lemma 32 . If A0 Band Care non-empty line ar seta, 
where B Cc and Al\ CI¢, then (A/B)!IC = (A('i C) / B. 
Proof. Let X C ( A/B) n C. Then X C A/B and X CC. 
But BC C, so x C A/ ( B (\ C) and x C a/b where a C A and 
b CB . But x = c for aome c Cc, soc Ca/band aCbc. 
Since b, c Cc, then acc. Thus aC ( An C) and one has 
a./b C (A(\ C)/b. ( A(\ C)/b C ( A(\ C)/B , so a/b C ( Ar) C)/B. 
But xCa / b, ao xC ( A('i C)/ B and (A/ B)() cC(A(\ C)/ B. 
Now, An C CA , B C B, ao ( A(\ C)/ B CA /B. Also, 
A('\ CC C and BC C, ao ( A(\ C)/ B C C. Thu a 1 t f ollo ws th at 
( A ('\ C)/3 C~ (A/B) /\ C E-.Ld {1,/B) (\, C: ~ ( ii (1 C)/ ri . 
Tteorem 33. Let M be a non -emp ty linear se t . Tt~n 
( a )M = (o)M .l:f' an d on y if M/a ::.: bli/ b . 
Proof . Aaa uro.e {a) M :;;; {o) M. Tha n aC {b)M = bM/M, an d 
by Theorem 4 1 M/ a C M/(bM/M) . M/{bM/M) C MM/bM by Coro lar y 
7 ( a ) , ~nd M 1 s linear, ao MM/bM = iVl/t M. By Th~orara 6 1 it 
follo wE that M/bM - (M/M)/b 1 and aga1 ~, since Mia li n ear , 
M/M ;:;;; iJ. a:1d ( M/M)/t ""' iVI/b . 'l'h s !w:/e.. C M/b . Simi arl y, it 
car, be shoswn that M/bCM/a and so M/a ::.. M/o. 
Aeaume M/a = M/b. The n by ~oro la ry 27, (a)M ~ (b)M. 
'I'beorem 34 , Let A an d B be l in ea r sets and A !\ B I, ¢ . 
Then there is a one to one correspondence bet ween the c~ -
eeta of A determi ned by eleme nt s of (A 1 B) end the coaets of 
An B determined by elem ,ents o f B . 
Proof . In vlew of Lemma 3 L, any co.set of A determined 
by elemants of {A,B) ls expressible in the form (b) A' whe:r<ei 
b CB. 
S~p o ae (b 1 ) A "' {b 2 )A wh er e b I b2 C B. Then by Theo -
re m 33 » A/ bl = A/ 2 . It 1 a a l rso true that A/bl (\ B "'-
A/b 2 I'\ 3 . By Lemma 32 it f ollo w a that {A(\ B)/b 1 = 
( A(\ B) l b2 . Th u s {b 1 ) A(\ B ~ (b 2 )A ('\ B' and so , c orr esp on d-
in g to ~ co se t of A de termined by elements of (A ~B) , i a a 
un i que :;ose t of A/\ B d etermined by elements of B. 
S1..np o !Se {::1 ) A (\ B ~ ( b 2 ) A (' \ B' wh ere b1 , b 2 C B. Then 
0 2C (c~} A (\ B • 1:1 {A( \ B)/(A('\ B) C .';;;lA/A"" Ol) A . Si nce 
n2 c_-·_(b._·;_/\," tL!':.1 i/b} ~ 1 :;;,)fl t;v Theorem 24 Tt.xfl corre--~ ·2.;~ ' l, ,n .,, • 
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spondin g to a ooset ot' Ai\ l3 d:'!ter•mJ.r.H\d. oy <''ll~zneJ.-cs of E:· i~ 
a unique coaet of A datermin ad by elements ot {A 1 3} . Hence, 
a one to one coirre po:::tde.r~~e l~ esr:a· i0hed . 
Theorem 35. Elem-&nt a of ( a,b } 1 bf a, determine ex -
actly three coaet~ at b . 
Proof. By Theorem 28, elements of {a ,b } determine at 
least three coaets of b. 
Let { x) b be any eoEset of , where x C {a , o) . Sinc e 
{ a , b} = a U b U a/b U b/a U ab, then it fol lo ws th a t 
xC au bu a/bU b/a u ab . 
If X 
If X 
= a , then x C ( a) 
. b 
- b, then x C (b)b 
If X C a/b , then X r, a/ 
and 
-
b, 
-/, ¢ 
( x )b :::: (a)b . 
a nd ( x )b :;: b . 
a nd xb (\ a ;. ¢ so th a t 
xbl\abi¢. Thuax (la b/ f¢a ndxCab/ -( a }b. Hence 
(x)b "' (a)b. 
If x C b/a, then (x)b ~ b/ a. 
If x Cab I then x I\ ab -/ ¢ and x b I\ ab I ¢. Thu a 
X (\ ab/b /. flJ and XI\ ab/ b := (a)b. Hence (x)b = ( a )b. 
There are no other poas i b ili tiea. Si nce (x)b must be 
( a)b orb or b/av then ex actly three co aets of bare deter-
mined by elements of ( a 1 b } . 
Theorem 36. I f G C B C Av where Av B v C are linear 
and Ci ¢v then the nu mber of coaets of B determined by ele-
ments of A does not exceed t he number of coaets of C dete1 -
mined by eleme nts of A. 
Proof . By l1heo:"e:~!·1 26 v for a C. AP ( a) 0 ~ aC/C C aB/B v 
u u ~ n~ nc e ne ~neorem o owa . an d rsB1/n ::: ("')B, l " t' t'. f 11 
Theorem 3 7 , Ir' L ie 8. ll ne "Ont ained. in a pla. n e P, 
then th e eleme nt a of p d.ete::r·mine thr e e cosets ot L. 
Proof . Let aC P , a <f_ L and let b C L. Now, p ~ ( L a} D ) 
an d { L ,a } =a ( L» ( a » b}} . By Theorem 34 p there is 8. 0 e to 
one corres p ondence between the coaeta of L determi ned by 
elements tJJf ( 1, ( a, b}) and the coaeta of L n { a» b} deter-
mined ~JY elemer1ta of' {.e.,b) . Bu l) C Ln {a»b } and 
L I\ { a ,bj C( a»l}; tl so ( a» 'O} -/ Ln ( a»b } . Hence the num-
l.er of coaeta of L(\ (a,,b} determined by elements of ( a »b] 
does not exceed the number of coaeta of b determined by 
element a of ( ar b ) by Theorem 36, whi.ch 1 a three by Theor~m 
35 . However» ty Theorem 28, there are at east three o-
Eota . Th~e element a of {avb} dete rm.ne exactly three ca-
set a o f L n ( :1, 1.) r and by the one to one correspondence» 
there are t~ree coa e ts of L determined by eleme nt s of 
{Lp(avb}) ::: P. Hence» if a line ia contained in a plane, 
the ele~ents of the plane deter min e exactly three coaeta of 
the l ine . 
Theorem 38 . Supp ose Lis a line cont a i ned in a p l ane 
P. I f' aCP, a cf_ L and aa 1 1\ LI-¢ » t he n p ~ LU L/ aU L/ a 0 • 
Pr oof. By Theorem 24» th e el ement a de t er mines a co-
set of L 1 namely (a)L» a nd a 1 d e t er mi n e s a co aet of L » name-
ly ( a 1 )L . But aa 0 !\ LI¢» ao ( a}L and ( a 9 )L a re opposite 
coaets by Definition 17 . By Theorem 27P (a)L = L/a 0 and 
(a 9 )L = L/a . A third coeet of L la L , Hencev aince there 
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are only three coseta, these must be the threev and it fol-
lows from Theorem 24 that P = LU L/a U L/a 1 • 
Theorem 39 . (Paach 1 a Postulate). Let a line L be con -
tained in a plane ( a, b, C) and a , b, C 4-L. If L nab I- ¢ , 
then LI) be f. ¢ or L I\ ac /- ¢ but not both. 
Proof. By The orem 38 , P = LU L/a U L/b. Si nce c C P v 
then c CL U L/a U L/b. But c </_ L. ao e it her c CL/a or 
c CL /b, but not both, since the coseta are d isjoint by 
Theorem 24 . 
If c CL/a, then c /\ L/a f. ¢ and acr\ L f ¢ . 
If CC L/b, then c (\ L/b f. ¢ and be(\ L f. ¢ . 
Hence el ther L (\ ac f ¢ or L (') be / ¢ but not both . 
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